Record Group 22: English Team

The collection here is organized as follows

1. Neill Clark Materials from 1988-1990: Items 1-17

2. Writing Center, Student Awards, IMSATube, and various English materials from 1986-2010: Items 1-6
Record Group 23: Music and Fine Arts Team

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Everything is filed in chronological order with the oldest first unless otherwise noted.

Fine Arts Collection

Faculty Publications and Research


2. Photos, Ceramics, Class Images, and Filters from 1990-1999: Items 1-4

3. Music Programs from the years 2011-2020: Items 1-9

4. Artists in Residence and other Fine Arts materials from the years 1987-1997: Items 1-11

Student Work

***Italicized boxes can be found in annex.***
Record Group 24: History and Social Studies Team

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Everything is filed in chronological order with the oldest first unless otherwise noted.

**History and Social Studies Collection**

**Faculty Publications and Research**

1. Photographs, Work Service, and Student Papers from the years 1988-1990: Items 1-6


4. Junior/Senior Seminar, Charter Class Final Assignments, Symposium, and RYE from the years 1989-2006

5. Eastland Disaster Correspondence from 1989-2003: Item 1-4

**The Call to Remember: Marker Rededication**

**Public History In Illinois Gallery**

6. The Dr. Nok Collection: C.A.D.R.E. Student Assessment, etc. 1990-2012: Items 1-13


8. The Dr. Nok Collection: Course Folders 1990-1994: Items 1-10

9. The Dr. Nok Collection: Course Folders 1993-1998: Items 1-17

10. The Dr. Nok Collection: Course Folders 1998-2005: Items 1-22

11. The Dr. Nok Collection: Course Folders 2005-2013, 2018: Items 1-34
Record Group 25: Mathematics Team

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Everything is filed in chronological order with the oldest first unless otherwise noted.

   Mathematics Collection

   Faculty Publication and Research


   Student Work

2. Math Contest Awards, NSML, Award Ceremony from the years 1987-1989


4. The Ruth Dover Collection: MI 1, MI 2, and MI 3 Materials: Items 1-16

5. The Ruth Dover Collection: MI 1 and MI 2 Materials: Items 1-19

6. The Ruth Dover Collection: MI 1, MI 2, MI 3, MI 4, BC Calculus II, and Miscellaneous Materials: Items 1-9

7. The Ruth Dover Collection: MI 1, MI 2, MI 3, and Mu Alpha Theta Materials: Items 1-13

***Italicized boxes can be found in annex.***
Record Group 26: Science Team

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Everything is filed in chronological order with the oldest first unless otherwise noted.

Science Collection

Faculty Publication and Research

1. Grainger Workshops and Labs from the year 1993: Items 1-2

2. Integrated Science Program from the years 1993-2009: Items 1-6

3. Integrated Science and Calculus Based Physics from the years 1990-1994: Items 1-6

4. Calculus Based Physics Curriculum from the years 1993-1994: Items 1-3

5. Chemistry: Mary VanVerst from the years 1990-1992: Items 1-4

6. Biology materials from the years 1989-2012: Items 1-6

Biology

7. Biology: Everglades Escapes from the year 1993: Item 1
Record Group 27: Wellness

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Everything is filed in chronological order with the oldest first unless otherwise noted.

Wellness Collection

Faculty Publications and Research

1. Program review and related materials from the years 1993-2011: Items 1-2
Record Group 28: World Language

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Everything is filed in chronological order with the oldest first unless otherwise noted.

   World Language Collection

   Faculty Publications and Research

1. German, Voices around the World, Spanish, French, Chinese, and Program Review materials from the years 1988-2011: Items 1-9

   French

   Russian

2. French Student Work and Learning Experiences from B. Crosby from the years 2006-2013: Items 1-3
Record Group 29: Various and Interdisciplinary

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Everything is filed in chronological order with the oldest first unless otherwise noted.